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A B S T R A C T

Periodontitis is a pathological disorder that involves inflammation of the periodontium and this occurs
as a response to various pathogens. The immune complex or the host defense system comprises of host
responses that aim at blocking the invading pathogens that cause periodontal diseases. Cells of the immune
system that play a vital role in inflammation and host defense are neutrophils, monocytes/macrophages,
dendritic cells, mast cells and lymphocytes that include T-cells and B-cells.
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1. Introduction

Periodontitis is an obsessive condition that includes
aggravation of the supporting structures of the teeth. It
occurs as a response to various pathogens present in the
form of bacterial plaque on tooth surfaces leading to
an inflammatory process which is characterized by the
leukocyte infiltration , which limits the level of bacterial
invasion and at the same time, it may be harmful to the
tissues. The pretended by bacterial pathogens in deciding
the movement of the sickness and periodontal breakdown is
profoundly tangled. The host defense system that includes
adaptive and innate immunity is responsible to fight against
the bacteria that invade periodontal tissue. (Rayyan A.
Kayal 2013)1

The term “osteoimmunology” was first meticulously
suggested in the year 2000 by JOSEPH R. ARRON and
YONGWON CHOI, who discussed that activated T-cell
can either stimulate or suppress the formation of bone-
resorbing osteoblasts. This principal perception was the
regular introduction for immunology and osteology, two
teaches that had not shared their exploration advantages
until this point. It before long turned out to be evident that
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this interdisciplinary methodology was basic for making
significant disclosures and for making an interpretation
of new discoveries into the improvement of focused
treatments. The spectrum of disease that fall into the
category of osteoimmunology is broad and of great
significance considering their implications in quality of
life, their increased incidence in the population and
socioeconomic tissues.

Bone is a living mineralized connective tissue that is
made out of cells, filaments and ground substance. The three
types of bone cells that are of prime importance are: (i) Bone
forming osteoblasts (ii) Bone resorbing osteoclasts (iii)
Osteocytes that modulate bone remodeling activity. Cells of
the immune system that play a vital role in inflammation
and host defense are neutrophils, monocytes/macrophages,
dendritic cells, mast cells and lymphocytes that include T-
cells and B-cells. (Nashra Kareem et al 2017)2

The complex interaction between the skeletal and
immune system has given rise to the interdisciplinary
field of osteoimmunology. Extensive research in the form
of longitudinal human clinical trials will provide better
understanding of the periodontal disease in terms of its
pathogenesis as well as potential therapeutic modalities
to treat the same. There is crosstalk between the
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immune system and the muskoskeletal system. Researchers
are beginning to understand the basic principles of
this crosstalk: almost all immune cells are capable of
communicating with osteoblasts, osteoclasts, and their
respective progenitors – and vice versa. Immune cells are
mainly involved in the destruction of the muskoskeletal
system. Additionally, immune cells can be involved in the
genesis and the activity of bone cells. Further investigations
continue to reveal more about the mechanisms of crosstalk
in osteoimmunology. Up and coming examinations must try
to uncover the chain of command and the primary pathways
of this crosstalk between the resistant framework and the
muskoskeletal framework. There is aneed to reveal the
effect of insusceptible cells in bone advancement and bone
recovery. The present comprehension has just given the
logical premise to the advancement of focused treatments.
(Reinhard Gruber 2010)3

The improvement of periodontitis depends on various
elements. The sickness is of polymicrobial pathogenesis
since various kinds of microscopic organisms are the
initiators of the fiery procedure. Natural insusceptibility
is the principal line of host safeguard and protection
from contamination. Host natural invulnerability works
through TLRs, which perceive the saved sub-atomic
examples on pathogenic microorganisms. A system of
emitted cytokines prompts actuation of lymphocytes,
however the movement of periodontal sores is brought
about by dysregulation of particles discharged by explicit
cell populaces. A considerable lot of these discharged
components are associated with bone guideline and support,
and their awkwardness prompts changed periodontal bone
renovating. Therefore, improved osteoclast movement
without increment in bone development happens and drives
the alveolar bone misfortune. Mechanical expulsion of
irresistible operators in the gingival tissues together with
SDD organization as host reaction modulator is the main
current treatment being taken care of by periodontitis. These
methodologies endeavor to deal with the aggravation and
control the tissue harm. Be that as it may, the intricacy of
pathways engaged with the host reaction drives contrasts in
the clinical appearance and malady movement, potentially
requiring distinctive restorative methodologies. (Nora Silva
et al 2016).4 A significant test is to comprehend the
various jobs of provocative middle people, their cell source,
their destinations of activity, and conceivably how to
control them. Hindering the movement of proinflammatory
cytokines might be a promising remedial methodology
for periodontitis. A few examinations have researched the
impact of TNF-α and IL-1 foes on periodontitis announcing
a huge decrease of irritation and bone resorption, in spite of
the fact that the investigations on TNF-α inhibitors created
clashing outcomes. The Position/RANKL/OPG pivot is a
focal pathway in the guideline of bone digestion and is an
appealing pharmacological objective for the treatment of

neurotic bone misfortune. Further bits of knowledge into
the components connecting aggravation to bone misfortune
in periodontitis will likewise add to reveal the effect
of invulnerable cells on bone advancement and upkeep
in physiological and neurotic conditions. (CelsoMartins
Queiroz-Junior et al 2010)5

Fig. 1: Schematic drawing showing the controversial roleon bone
resorption at apical periodontal sites. 5

While the essentialness of ITAM-related particles has
been to a great extent set up with regards to bone science and
an immunological perspective, constrained investigations
have been done on osteoclast ITAM-related atoms in human
bone pathologies. The expanded degrees of ITAM factors
in aggravated tissues nearby destinations of limited bone
misfortune in RA, periodontal infection, and periprosthetic
osteolysis may demonstrate characteristic of the malady
movement. Further to this, levels of the solvent factor,
OSCAR, in serum or nearby liquid, may give us a potential
bone ruinous marker and potential objective for tweak of
bone disintegration. (T. Koga et al 2004)6

Blocking RANKL action through its characteristic
adversary, OPG, fundamentally represses bone misfortune
in rheumatoid joint inflammation, osteoporosis, disease
related bone metastasis and diabetes related alveolar bone
pulverization. Collectively, the RANK-RANKL-OPG axis
is essential for controlling osteoclast development and
function in bone remodelling. These findings have provided
an unequivocally strong framework for the new paradigm
that links osteoimmunology with various inflammatory
bone disorders, including periodontal disease. (Corneliu
Sima and Michael Glogauer 2013)7

There is an emerging case for the use of anti-
resorptive agents in the management of periodontitis
in conjunction with current anti-inflammatory and anti-
infective treatments. It is anticipated that effective targeted
treatments for controlling bone resorption will soon
become available. These will provide valuable adjuncts
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to conventional mechanical therapy aimed at reducing the
infective and inflammatory components of periodontitis.
(P. Mark Bartold et al 2010).8 Further longitudinal
examinations will help as in understanding the atomic parts
of osteoimmunology.
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